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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP21 2050 -34 2054 2020 2050 SEP21 185,00 -2,75 185,50 185,50 185,00

NOV21 2051 1 2070 2038 2050 DEC21 186,85 -0,60 189,20 186,10 187,45

JAN22 2036 -2 2055 2026 2038 MAR22 189,50 -0,70 191,90 188,95 190,20

MAR22 1980 -7 1998 1975 1987 MAY22 190,60 -0,60 192,90 190,00 191,20
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BRAZIL

London ICE:

Supports: 2040 & 1890-1860
Resistances: 2070, 2090 & 2150

New York ICE:

Supports: 187,00, 176,50 & 174,50
Resistances: 193,50, 201,50 & 222,00 - 225,50
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last high low

1,1835 1,18512 1,18189

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

Fed sources stated that recent negative data has likely pushed back the start of tapering and that does not foresee a decision on slowing asset purchases at this

month’s policy meeting. Nevertheless, also noted that the potential of tapering bond purchases this year remained open. Fed also stated that are looking for an
interest rate increase in late 2022.

The ECB made no changes to interest rates following the latest policy meeting with the main refi rate held at 0.0%, in line with expectations. The Euro edged
higher following the ECB policy decision but struggled to gain any significant traction and the overall reaction was muted. Commodity currencies gained ground

which curbed dollar support and the Euro settled around 1.1825. Narrow ranges prevailed on Friday with the Euro around 1.1830.

The weather forecasts did not show changes, dry weather and high temperatures are expected for the main producing regions of Brazil for the next days. Light

and isolated showers passed through Parana and Sao Paulo at the beginning of the week. Parana, southern Minas and Sao Paulo may continue to receive these
light and isolated showers through Saturday.

Coffee farmers in Brazil have sold 60% of this year's crop by Sept. 6, a much quicker selling pace than the historical average for the period of 48%, consultancy
Safras & Mercado said on Thursday. The consultancy said in a report that farmers have sold around 34 million bags of coffee from an expected production of

56.5 million bags this year. Safras coffee analyst Gil Barabach said good international prices have helped boost selling pace this year. But he added that activity
has slowed down, as farmers are aware of possible production problems next year due to drier-than-normal weather conditions and the frosts that hit fields in

July.

Brazilian truckers staged demonstrations throughout Brazil on Wednesday, partially blocking key routes in several states and prompting President Jair Bolsonaro
to ask the protestors to stand down. Truckers sympathetic to the President had partially blockaded highways in 16 states as of the late evening, briefly shutting
down traffic in two locations, according to a statement from the Infrastructure Ministry. Bolsonaro drew tens of thousands of supporters to major cities on

Tuesday, including some truckers, using a national holiday to step up his attacks on Brazil's Supreme Court and voting system. Truckers have previously
demonstrated this year over high fuel prices.

Brazil's real currency and stocks sank more than 2% on Wednesday on heightening political tensions ahead of elections next year. It is important to monitor
whether the higher tension between President Bolsonaro and the judicial system will affect the willingness of the latter in contributing to find a solution for the

judicial debt payments, which can help minimize the potential damage in the government's spending cap amendment.

Political problems affected the Brazilian currency as well Thursday, which reached a low of R5.3249 before recovering for the closing, on rate hike hopes at the
end of the month after the release of higher-than-expected inflation data.

Vietnam managed to export 108,507 tons or 1,808,450 bags of coffee during August, up 6.2% over previous month, said Phytosanitary Authority.

Ho Chi Minh City, where reported 278,703 infected cases with death rate of over 4% or 11,277 people, under a strong lockdown since 23rd August, with

residents forbidden from leaving their homes even to shop for food.

The Government is working on a plan to ease restrictions after 15th September.

No negative news about weather conditions that may affect new crop.

Colombia is the first country to sign the Coffee, Forest & Climate Agreement. The Coffee, Forest & Climate Agreement has been signed by the Colombian

Government and a collection of representative groups on behalf of the country’s exporters, producers, and civil society, marking a milestone in efforts against
climate change in the coffee sector. More than half a million producers and nearly 10 per cent of all global production will be impacted by this agreement that

brings together private and public collaboration.

The Colombia coffee grower’s federation published their monthly crop report, where they said that output fell 16% in August y/y to 915,000 bags. Exports were

unchanged y/y at 1,132,000 bags. The peso lost ground by 0.4% yesterday due to lower oil prices.

Kenya - About 23,000 bags were on offer in the first auction of the season held in Moshi. Coffee from Mbeya, Mbinga and the North was on offer with mainly

FAQ qualities across the board and some old crop remnants from the North. The catalog for the auction to be held in Mbeya next week has about 21,000 bags to
offer. Food grade containers are scarce.

The Uganda Coffee Development Authority (UCDA), Uganda Coffee Federation (UCF), and the International Trade Centre (ITC) are pleased to announce the
winners of the inaugural “Best of the Pearl” Robusta Coffee Competition in Uganda. The competition run from 24th – 26th August 2021 at the UCDA Coffee

Quality Laboratory. It will be an annual competition that will be used to identify high quality producers. The judges used the Coffee Quality Institute (CQI) Fine
Robusta score sheet and protocols to identify and select the best Robusta coffees from Uganda across the entire coffee value chain. After three rounds of

cupping in each of the washed and natural categories the winners emerged as follows: Washed: Zigoti Coffee Works with a score of 86.15 Naturals: Ankole
Coffee Producers Cooperative Union with a score of 85.85.

Robert Paulig Roastery’s coffee roastery in Tolkkinen, Porvoo, is Paulig’s fifth carbon neutral production site. Coffee is one of the first raw materials to suffer

from the effects of climate change. Consequently, many experts predict that coffee cultivation will face increasingly challenges in the future. Paulig and its artisan
roastery, Robert Paulig Roastery, strive to mitigate climate change through their own sustainability work and offer coffee farmers means to adapt to climate

change through partnership programs and to reduce its impact.

Certified inventories fell 1,131 bags to 2,161,675 bags. 1,797 bags pending certification. Tuesday's certification 2,281, passed 1,854. Failed 427.

In August 2021, coffee prices recorded the tenth consecutive month of increase, sparked by the concerns over supply, due to climate adverse conditions in major

producing countries and increasing freight costs coupled with Covid-19 lockdown restrictions disrupting trade flows in Asia. The monthly average of the ICO
composite indicator increased by 5.2% to 160.14 US cents/lb in August 2021 from 152.24 US cents in July 2021. The level reached in August 2021 represented

an increase of 51.3% since the start of the current coffee year. Prices of Arabica coffee have recorded substantial increases while those of Robusta coffee
registered a moderate upturn. Concerns over the size of the next Brazilian crop, exacerbated by the recent frost, have led to record high volatility of the spot and
futures prices.
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